
prebuilt flood 
certification ordering

The Neostella prebuilt RPA solution for automating the tedious task of ordering flood certifications means 
that the hours loan officers previously spent clicking through files can now be focused on more analysis 
and insight.

Our prebuilt UiPath automation 
features preset libraries for both UIs 

and APIs meaning more capabilities 
depending on your needs and to 

make adoption seamless.
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Utilizing Encompass APIs
is quicker, more reliable, 

and stable. 

enormous time 
savings

eliminates the risk of 
delayed closings resulting 

from certifications not 
getting ordered on time

benefits of our prebuilt flood certification automation:

Our bots work in the background, 
so you have peace of mind knowing 

flood certifications are being 
generated while you are 

concentrating on other tasks.



our process

what’s the roi?
Straightforward process means straightforward implementation that can be 
added to your existing RPA package or as a standalone offering 

We are experts in this area, meaning that we have been able to increase the 
quality and speed of automation for even greater efficiency 

Enormous time savings in that bots can order an entire day’s worth of 
flood certifications in a fraction of the time it would take for a loan officer

2. Dispatcher bot navigates to a 
Pipeline View within Encompass 

to initiate the process.
3. Performer bot opens the 

first file requiring a flood 
certification. 

4. Performer bot 
navigates to correct 

page to generate 
flood certification.
(page varies per client) 

5. Performer bot clicks on 
order flood to generate report.

The following vendors used to order 
flood are supported in the Encompass 

API: Core Logic & ServiceLink. 

1. Dispatcher bot uses 
an API to open and log 

into Encompass.

7. If the property is 
in a flood zone, it is 

automatically 
flagged within 
Encompass. 

6. Document automatically 
extracted and saved in a 
corresponding E folder 

within Encompass.

pricing options

PLAN TYPE:     # OF CERTIFICATIONS   PRICE

Standard    Up to 200 orders/month         $500/mo paid anually*

Premium    Up to 650 orders/month  $1,200/mo paid anually*

Elite     650+     Call for Pricing  
*Plus the cost of UiPath licenses.

$2,500 minimum set up fee for all plans not included. Fee may vary for highly customized Encompass environments.


